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BOOK REVIEWS
tence of an innate mathematical faculty. This is inevitable given the
Quinean epistemology-it seems as if a specifically mathematical
faculty4is at stake,whereas only general cognitive abilities are allowed.
Pages 102-108 contain the best version of a nontrivial argument for
nondeductivemathematical knowledge that I have seen in print.There
is no interestingdiscussion of proof,however. (Although the section on
definitionis very good.)
I have brieflyindicated some
In summarizingMathematical
Knowledge,
relativeshortcomings.Many of these are sins of omission whose correction would have required a much larger book. As it stands the book is
admirable, stimulatingand worthyof more detailed discussion than I
have been able to give it here. I hope it is read and its central issues
debated.
DAVID

D.

AUERBACH

NorthCarolinaState University

MODAL THINKING. By ALAN R.
Press, 1975. Pp. 190. $12.50.

WHITE.

Ithaca, Cornell University

This is a paradigm of ordinarylanguage philosophy in its virtuesand
vices. The program is orthodox: a description of "the actual nature of
[the modal] concepts of our everyday thinking"via a description of the
use in our everyday uttering of the words expressing those concepts.
There are chapterson 'possibility,'"can,''may,' 'probability,' certainty,'
'necessity,''must,''need,' 'obliged,' 'ought,' and the nature of modality
(mainly about de revs. de dicto.)The tradition's procedures are reformed
by the recentprogressin discriminatingthose featuresof linguisticusage
indicative of word meaning from those that are not, and by a cause
and consequence of that advance, a preferencefor unified, univocalist
accounts. Some backwardness regarding syntax remains: e.g., contra
White, the grammatical object of 'want' is a sentential 'for NP to VP',
not the ellipses "either somethingX or to V"; 'possible' is predicated of
'that S' or 'for NP to VP', not "to V"; and 'right' (like 'true') is prediThis makesplausible
choiceswerenotarbitrary.
thefactthattheFrege-Russell
construing
numbersas properties(i.e., numbersare properties).This bypasses
*objectionseitherby makingthechoosingof setsnot ad hocor shiftingdubiety
to the reductionof propertiesto sets.
4I put the issue thisway since innatenessclaims seem to attain empirical
bite onlywhentakento assertthe existenceof nongeneralcognitiveability.
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catedofa sentential
element,not(like'best')ofsome'NP'. Still,despite
thefoiblesand beyondthe refinedprocedures,White displaysa true
talentforhis taskthattheoryalone cannotmatch.The book is dense
withfinelinguistic
discriminations;
thiswealthofacute observationsis
itsriches.The treasures
are numerousniceties,not large novelties;the
main generalizations
are originalmainly only in details. Then too,
White'sear is not unerring;the frequencyof linguisticclaims in the
range of dubiousnessfromslightto utteris high enough that the
cautiousreaderhad bestcheckthemall. Yet evenwhenfactgetsfouled
withfantasy,
theproductis oftenan improvement
in both clarityand
or at least aidant advice (like a slightly
accuracyoveritspredecessors
askewsignpostthat,afterstraightening,
stillsurelydirects.)
Theselinguistic
descriptions,
however,are notautotelic,but directed
at philosophical
ends.Would thatWhite'ssenseofphilosophywerethe
equal ofhissenseofthelanguage.The lattercan indeedabet philosophical progress.
Sometimesthisis because,by untanglingour talkabout a
topic,we may be untanglingour thoughtsabout it too: forinstance,
White'sneataccountof'need','want'and 'interest'did just thatforme
(despiteits defects.)Commonly,however,this is only because some
(linguistic)
philosopher
has misconceived
a philosophicalconceptionby
it in theformalmode or by defendingit witherroneousor
formulating
irrelevant
semantictheses.White appreciatesthis-sometimes.Thus,
a warningcloseshis analysisof 'could have done otherwise':the issue
offreewill"has not,ofcourse,beenbased solelyon an assumptionabout
themeaningof'couldhavedoneotherwise'"; henceitsresolution"is not
dependenton anyanalysisof"it.Again,aftersecerning'sure'from'certain' he cautionsthatthe "philosophicalimplications"of his virtuoso
exercise"shouldnotbe overemphasized."
Yet themomentsofwelcome
modestyseemtoo muchin the minority.
More often,in varyingways
his ambitionsoverand degrees,
Whitestrainsforphilosophicaleffects,
Likeothersbeforehim,he wouldhonorhisefforts
by
reachinghisefforts.
histargets,
belittling
biddingus believethata "source","cause"-even
"mainsource","rootcause"-of this,thator anotheraugustconception
infelicitous
is somesorrysemantics,
diction,hardlymorethan a slip of
thetongue.Ofcoursethisiscant(symptomatic
ofa philosophyuncertain
of its subject,of itself);the evidenceof causation is
of theseriousness
nevermorethanthatsome (at least one) philosophershave presented
in defenseofa conception.Not thatthedeficientdata
(bad) arguments
forcausationisnottheissue;at stakeinsuchexplanabasemuchmatters,
tionsis a conceptionofphilosophicalconceptions,thesenseof the subject.(ThoughBradley'sfamedcontrastbetweenthecause ofourconvic252
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tionsand the reasoningwe invent is not whollyjust, it is more insightful
and less insultingthan their identification.)
A sample of the workingsof White's sense of the subject is his response
to the "deterministicthesis" that 'X did not V' implies that it was not
possible forX to V. He exposes its implications (that 'It was possible for
X to V' is equivalent to 'X did V' is equivalent to 'It was necessaryforX
to V') and damns them for their "intuitive implausibility," being
"queer," contraryto "our intuitivefeeling,""absurd." All the while he
betraysno feelingforthe factthat the thesisis fatalism,not determinism;
that its "implications" are its integral components, not embarrassing
surprises;that its being implausible, queer, absurd, counterintuitivefor
an ordinaryconception of the world is also no news, but rather provides
it its point and power; that the controversial implications are alleged
metaphysical relations and no linguistic facts imply their existence or
nonexistence.
White calls his main target "modal subjectivism," the thesis that the
modals are "used to expresssomethingabout the user," a conception he
finds expressed in a wide and heterogeneous group of philosophical
views which form White's subsidiary targets. He offersin opposition
"modal objectivism,"bettercalled "modal subjunctivism" because his
univocalistaccount ofthe modals explains the crucial apparent systematic ambiguity of the modals (for example, " 'You ought to be there
soon."' as "prediction" and "prescription") as only the differencebetween the indicative and subjunctive uses. This is a genuinely promising
idea-but all we get is the promise. Despite the centralityand frequency
ofthe claim and thediversityofitsapplications,just what the subjunctive
use is (and forthatmatter,the indicative as well) goes unexplained; so we
are leftto look to the grammar books forthe accepted explanation-and
findit stated in unmitigatedlysubjectivisticterms.In any case, reference
to the grammarian'sill-understoodcategories will not ready an account
fitforphilosophical theory;ifthe philosophically significantstructureof
entailmentssplit along this distinction(for example, "indicative necessity" implies actuality; "subjunctive necessity" does not), that only
means that the philosophical problems are reformulable as problems
about that distinction.
The contentof White's objectivism comes out in his linkage of subjectivismto dedictotheoriesof modality and objectivism to deretheories.For
White, "The basic question is what and how the modals qualify." Apparently,the question is whethera predicate is predicated of its subject
qua formal,syntactic object (the subject term, sentence, proposition)
or qua material,semantic object (the object designated, state of affairs).
253
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He settlesthis nonissue,forcingthe latteroption by asking what a
is a propertyof: forexample,if it is possible that p, what
property
is possible,'p' or p? So he concludesthat "thereis no such thingas
or possibly... so and
modalitydedicto"and that"nothingis necessarily
In my idiolect
such."
and
but onlyin virtueof being such
so in itself,
claims.
thoseare contradictory
ROGER

WERTHEIMER

ofCincinnati
University

A HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY: Volume IV: PLATO, THE
MAN AND HIS DIALOGUES, EARLIER PERIOD. By W.K.C.
GUTHRIE,

New York, Cambridge UniversityPress, 1975. Pp. xviii, 603.

$34.50.
All readersof the Greek philosophers should be gratefulforProfessor
Guthrie's History,which here reaches its fourth volume. This volume
presentsa mass of usefulinformation,sober and helpful discussion,written in a fluent,readable style.But ifwe were looking fora major work on
Plato, it is a severe disappointment.
Philosophical limitations severely handicap the discussion of the
coherence and soundness of Plato's doctrines. The main authority on
mostphilosophical questions is an introductorytextbook of Flew's (even
to quote Descartes, p. 497); a curiously large proportion of the few
modern philosophical works cited are devoted to the "is-ought" question; and even discussionsofPlato by philosophersare under-represented
in the fairlygenerous,but haphazard, bibliography. I do not mean that
Guthrieshould have strained to modernize Plato; but too often he has
done less than justice to the issues.
1. Guthriesuggeststhat the Socratic and Platonic Forms are universals (pp. 4, 117), that Socrates treatspiety,justice and so on as universals,
and Plato separates them fromparticulars. Universals are clearly distinguished from particulars by Aristotle,who complains that Platonists
blur the distinction.When Guthrie says that Forms are universals, does
he mean that Socrates is consciously seeking abstract entities,categorically distinctfromparticulars?This is surelyimplausible. Though some
of the vocabulary of the earlier dialogues is used by Aristotlein drawing
hisdistinction(forexample, Meno77a6), it includes no explicit distinction
of particularsand universals. Does Guthrie mean that the Aristotelian
254
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